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Political pressure on the courts is abundantly evident from 
elections of state court judges and campaign contributions to 
cutbacks in court budgets.  We will hear about various judicial 
selection and retention models, issues and trends in campaign 

finance and ethics, current budgetary issues, and the 
implications for judicial independence.
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Judicial Selection Methods

● Partisan E lections –7 states

● Nonpartisan E lections –14 states

● G ubernatorial A ppointment –10 states

● M erit Selection –14 states

● Legislative A ppointment –2 states

● H ybrid –3 states

Judicial Selection in Hawaii

● Judges are initially selected via commission-assisted appointment

● The H awaii Senate must confirm all judicial nominees by majority vote

● H awaii is the only state in which a commission decides if judges retain their seats after their 
first term
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Comparative Analysis
O f judicial selection methods

Contested Elections
● Studies show elections can increase perceived legitimacy of 

judicial system

● Democratic accountability for judges

● No clear evidence that any one method of judicial selection 
produces better performing  judges

● Special interest spending shapes courts & rulings

● E lection pressures impact outcomes, including in criminal 
cases

● Politicization of campaigns

● Supreme court elections have rarely been a path to the bench 
for people of color
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Million Dollar Courts
• In 1999, 7 states had 

a sitting justice 
involved in a $1 
million race. In 2016, 
20 states did.

• Over a third of all 
sitting justices in 
election states have 
been involved in a 
million dollar 
election.

Influx of Secret Money

18%

28%

54%

Transparency of Spending by Outside Groups

Transparent Money Gray Money Dark Money
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Misleading Attacks

Merit Selection

● C an constrain governor’s discretion and insulate process from partisan and special interest influence, 
reduce risk of cronyism

● Some evidence JNC s reduce political influence

● Design of Judicial Nominating C ommissions matters 

– Who controls majority of commission appointments

– Binding vs. advisory

– Partisan balance requirements

– E xperiential diversity, including non-lawyers

– Level of transparency
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Recent Challenges for Merit Selection Systems

● Recent gamesmanship regarding membership and independence of Judicial Nominating C ommissions

● Politicization and high spending in retention elections

Gubernatorial Appointment

● G overnor can be held accountable 
by the public for appointment 
decisions

● Use of nominating commissions varies

● Judges may face reselection pressure

● Risk of cronyism and backroom 
dealing
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Legislative Appointment

● Legislators have regularly appointed their former colleagues and family members to the bench

● M ay push judicial selection decisions behind closed doors

● Judicial appointments risk getting caught up in legislative gridlock

● Political spending can play a role in appointment decisions through lobbying and constituent outreach

Judicial Selection & Diversity on 
the Bench
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People of Color as a Percentage of All 
Initially Appointed or Elected Justices, by 
Time Period

Racial Disparities in Judicial Elections
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Recent Trends

Efforts to Weaken Nominating Commissions
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Move to Partisan Elections

Best Practices
For different judicial selection methods
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Mechanisms to Address Reselection Pressure

● O ne single lengthy term

● H awaii model: committee-based reappointment

Elections

● Public Financing

● Recusal Reform

● Voter G uides & Judicial Performance E valuations

● Publicly A ccountable Interim A ppointments
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Appointments: Adopt Best Practices to Promote 
Judicial Diversity

● Pipeline building

● Recruitment and vetting

● Deliberations and voting

● Data and recordkeeping

Appointments: JNC Structure

● Power to appoint commissioners should be diffuse, with no single source having majority 
control.

● C ommissions should have bipartisan membership, including independents.

● The system should include concrete measures to encourage diversity among commissioners.

● C ommissioners should serve staggered terms, with term limits, to preserve institutional 
memory and prevent the formation of voting blocs.
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